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Collisional analysis combines the effects of collisional relaxation and large-scale
expansion to quantify how solar wind parameters evolve as the plasma expands
through the heliosphere. Though previous studies have applied collisional
analysis to the temperature ratio between protons (ionized hydrogen) and
α-particles (fully ionized helium), this is the first study to explore α-proton
differential flow with collisional analysis. First, the mathematical model for the
collisional analysis of differential flow was derived. Then, this model was applied
to individual in-situ observations from Parker Solar Probe (PSP; r = 0.1–0.27 au)
to generate predictions of the α-proton differential flow in the near-Earth
solar wind. A comparison of these predicted values with contemporaneous
measurements from the Wind spacecraft (r = 1.0 au) shows strong agreement,
which may imply that the effects of expansion and Coulomb collisions have
a large role in governing the evolution of differential flow through the inner
heliosphere.
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1 Introduction

Thesolarwind ions consist of protons (ionized hydrogen), a small but variable percentage
(typically≈4%and≲ 20%; Kasper et al., 2012) ofα-particles (fully ionized helium),with trace
amounts of heavier ions (Schmelz et al., 2012). Solar wind plasma often shows deviations
from local thermal equilibrium (LTE) (Griem, 1963), in which, for example, the ion
species exhibit distinct temperatures and bulk speeds (Marsch, 2006; Verscharen et al.,
2019). Once generated, these non-LTE features are preserved by the solar wind’s high
temperature and low density, which reduces the rate of Coulomb collisions—“soft,” small-
angle deflections between charged particles mediated by the electrostatic force. These
collisions, which allow the particles to exchange energy and momentum in “collisional
relaxation,” serve as the ultimate drivers of thermal equilibrium (Hernández and Marsch,
1985; Livi et al., 1986). The time required for collisions to substantially reduce a given
non-LTE feature is the “collisional timescale,” with the process being unique for each
parameter and system configuration (e.g., the “slowing-down time” for the difference in
bulk speed).
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For example, considerable attention has been given to the
difference in proton and α-particle temperatures, which can be
quantified by the ratio

θαp =
Tα

Tp
, (1)

where Tα is the scalar temperature of the α-particles and Tp is
the proton scalar temperature. Early studies (Feldman et al., 1974;
Neugebauer, 1976; Marsch et al., 1982) found that typically θαp ≳ 1
and that θαp is strongly anti-correlated with “Coulomb number,” the
ratio of the expansion time to the collisional timescale. This finding,
which was later confirmed by Kasper et al. (2008), Maruca et al.
(2013), and Tracy et al. (2015), was interpreted as indicating that
α-particles are preferentially heated relative to the protons in the
solar corona and that Coulomb collisions slowly thermalize these
two species as the plasma expands.

Though Coulomb number is a useful tool in understanding
collisional thermalization, Maruca et al. (2013) introduced
“collisional analysis” to provide a more quantitative method for
studying θαp (Eq. 1). In this technique, basic models for the solar
wind’s expansion are incorporated into the equations of collisional
relaxation, this generates a prediction for how θαp in a given parcel
of plasma varies with distance, r, from the Sun. Maruca et al.
(2013) applied this technique to individual θαp-measurements
from the Wind spacecraft (r = 1.0 au) to predict the distribution
of θαp-values at r = 0.1 au, i.e., near-Sun solar wind. This prediction
was confirmed by Johnson et al. (2023), who further validated the
collisional analysis technique by showing that it could be applied to
θαp-measurements from Parker Solar Probe (PSP; r = 0.1–0.27 au)
to effectively predict contemporaneous measurements of θαp
from Wind.

This study extends collisional analysis to model the collisional
effects on “differential flow,” which is the difference in the bulk
velocities of two ion species:

Δvij = vi − vj, (2)

where vi and vj are the bulk velocities of i- and j-particle species,
respectively. Just as α-particles are observed to typically be hotter
than protons (Tα > Tp), they are also typically faster than the protons
(|vα| > |vp|). Likewise, prior studies have shown that |Δvαp| anti-
correlates with Coulomb number just as θαp does (Kasper et al.,
2008; Alterman et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the extended collisional
analysis technique described herein offers a more quantitative
examination of collisional slowing of ion species in the solar wind.

Section 2 derives the mathematical model for the collisional
analysis of differential flow. In Section 3, this model is applied
to measurements from PSP to generate predictions of the near-
Earth solar wind that are then compared to contemporaneous Wind
observations. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2 Background

Coulomb number (NC) was used in earlier studies, such
as Neugebauer (1976), Marsch et al. (1982) and Neugebauer and
Feldman (1979), to demonstrate that |Δvαp|→ 0 and θαp→ 1 as
NC increases Verscharen et al. (2019, Fig 13). However, NC assumes

that plasma parameters remain constant and do not scale with
distance, yet plasma parameters, such as those of temperature and
density, have strong radial trends. To address these issues works by
Hernández et al. (1987), Kasper et al. (2017) and Kasper and Klein
(2019) use an integral form of the Coulomb number known as the
collisional age, which accounts for radial dependencies of plasma
parameters. Collisional analysis was introduced by Maruca et al.
(2013), combining the effects of expansion and Coulomb collisions
on ion temperature ratios in any given parcel of solar wind
plasma. A full in-depth review on collisional analysis is presented
in Maruca et al. (2013), with Johnson et al. (2023) applying this
technique to PSP data for the first time. This section presents a
variation of collisional analysis that, for the first time, addresses ion
differential flow rather than differences in ion temperature.

The rate at which the differential flow, Δvij (Eq. 2), between
i- and j-particles is eroded by Coulomb collisions is given by
(Richardson, 2019):

dΔvij
dt
= −ν(s)ij Δvij, (3)

where t is time, and ν(s)ij is the collision frequency for the reduction
of differential flow between i- and j-particles. Richardson (2019);
Larroche (2021) expresses this as:

ν(s)ij = (1+
mi

mj
)ψ(

mjv
2
i

2kBTj
)(

4πq2
i q

2
j nj

m2
i v

3
i
)λij, (4)

where, for i-particles,mi ismass, qi is charge, vi is the bulk velocity,Ti
is scalar temperature, ni is number density and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The Coulomb logarithm, λij, for the collision of an i- and
j-particle (i.e., mixed ion-ion collisions) is (Richardson, 2019):

λij = 23− ln[

[

ZiZj (μi + μj)

μiTj + μjTi
(
niZ

2
i

Ti
+
njZ

2
j

Tj
)

1/2

]

]
, (5)

with μi =mi/mp, Zi = qi/qp, where mp and qp are the proton mass
and charge. The ψ function for any given x-value is defined to be

ψ (x) = 2
√π
∫
x

0
e−t√t dt = 1−

2Γ (3/2,x)
√π
, (6)

where Γ denotes the incomplete gamma function (Arfken and
Weber, 2011). The derivation directly models the collisional
thermalization of two ion species. This is achieved by considering
a multi-species plasma with no relative drift or temperature
anisotropy (Maruca et al., 2013; Richardson, 2019).

Following the example in Maruca et al. (2013), the collision
rate can be converted from a time derivative to one with respect
to distance, r. The system is assumed to be in steady state, other
deviations from equilibrium are neglected and ηi j = ni/nj remains
constant in any parcel of plasma. Under the assumption that the
plasma is radially streaming from the Sun in steady state,

dΔvij
dr
=
dΔvij
dt

dt
dr
= 1
vp

dΔvij
dt
, (7)

where the solar wind speed is approximated as the proton bulk
speed, vp = |vp|, i.e., the background particle speed.

In line with Maruca et al. (2013) and for the specific case of α-
particles drifting relative to protons, only protons and α-particles
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FIGURE 1
Histogram of observed values of α-proton differential flow: (A) normalized |Δvαp|/vA and (B) unnormalized |Δvαp| from the PSP data set (r =0.1 to
0.27 au). Bin counts have been normalized to approximate probability density.

were considered: other ion species and electrons were neglected.
Equations 3–7 combine to give

dΔvαp
dr
= −ν(s)αp

Δvαp
vp
, (8)

with the collision rate,

ν(s)αp = (1+
mα

mp
)(1−

2Γ( 3
2
,
mpv

2
α

2kBTp
)

√π
)(

4πq2
αq

2
pnp

m2
αv

3
α
)λαp, (9)

remaining consistent with prior derivations, such as Hernández and
Marsch (1985), Eq. 23 and Spitzer (1962).

On its own, Eq. 8 only models the effects of collisions on Δvαp.
Nevertheless, the average effects of expansion can be incorporated
by allowing density, bulk speed, and scalar temperature to scale with
r. For example, Hellinger et al. (2011) utilizedHelios observations to
conclude that:

np (r) ∝ r−1.8, vr,p (r) ∝ r−0.2,

Tp (r) ∝ r−0.74, and B (r) ∝ r−1.6.
(10)

Scaling in magnetic-field strength, B, is not explicitly required for
Eq. 8, and it is not used in any of the collisional analysis. It is only
required to normalize Δvαp to the Alfvén speed,

vA =
B

√μ0 (nαmα + npmp)
, (11)

where μ0 is the vacuum permeability. These scaling values are used
to remain consistent with prior works, such as Maruca et al. (2013)
and Johnson et al. (2023). Additionally, the values are not fixed and
can be taken from observations or simulations. For example, both
Durovcova et al. (2019) and Maruca et al. (2023) provide alternative
scaling values, that when implemented produce comparable results
when compared to Hellinger et al. (2011).

3 Analysis

The data set used in this study is the same as the one used
by Johnson et al. (2023), who provide a detailed discussion of its
properties and of the algorithm applied to correct for variations in
sampling cadence. The data were derived from ion measurements
from the electrostatic analyzer (ESA; Livi et al., 2021) in the SWEAP
instrument suite (Kasper et al., 2016) onboard the PSP spacecraft
(Fox et al., 2016). Proton and α-particle parameter values were
extracted from PSP/SWEAP ESA distribution via a non-linear
fitting algorithm. Three distinct ion populations were considered:
a proton core, and proton beam, and a single alpha-particle
population. Each population was modeled with a bi-Maxwellian
VDF. Though the VDF’s were allowed to drift relative to one
another, proton beam-core drift was only permitted along the
magnetic-field axis (McManus et al., 2022; Mostafavi et al., 2022),
the α-particle velocities are not constrained in this way. The
final data set consisted of 23,770 total data entries spanning
approximately three, 10-day intervals1; corresponding to three
distinct 10-day observation periods from PSP, occurring at three
distinct time periods. During those intervals, PSP ranged from
r ≈ 0.1 to 0.27 au.

Figure 1 shows the probability distribution of the α-proton
differential flow (|Δvαp|, Eq. 2) for the data set, it also shows this
distribution normalized by the Alfvén speed (|Δvαp|/vA). The
data were sorted among 40 bins spanning Δvαp = 0–200 km/s
and Δvαp/vA = 0 to 2.0. The count of data in each bin was
divided by the total number of data and the width of the
bin to approximate probability density (Maruca et al., 2011).
Poisson statistics determined the average uncertainty to be
σΔvαp = 7.20%.

1 The first three 10-day encounter was comparably slower (vp) and denser
(np) than the later two encounters. Encounters are combined to generate a
larger data-set that is more statistically significant and is more representative
of an average solar wind stream.
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FIGURE 2
Radial evolution of α-proton differential flow: (A) normalized |Δvαp|/vA and (B) unnormalized |Δvαp|. The black dots are observations from PSP, the
colors are a prediction of the differential flow based on that observation. Table 1 provides a detailed overview of these parameters.

TABLE 1 Differential flow values and additional plasma parameters from Figure 2. Start values are from PSP observations, end values are at r =1.0 au and are
calculated from collisional analysis.

|Δvαp| [km/s] |Δvαp|/vA np [cm
−3] ηαp vp [km/s] Tp [10

6K] Tα [106K]

r = [au] Start End Start End Start End - Start End Start End Start End

0.10 90.45 78.99 0.181 0.736 20.49 0.32 0.002 357.3 225.4 1.29 0.21 5.21 0.52

0.11 53.81 40.74 0.102 0.342 8.03 0.15 0.019 407.4 262.0 3.01 0.55 6.80 0.74

0.15 58.14 22.38 0.073 0.228 13.67 0.45 0.013 451.1 308.7 2.24 0.52 4.66 0.70

0.18 94.95 34.36 0.149 0.460 18.49 0.84 0.007 360.8 256.1 2.90 0.77 9.16 1.65

0.20 42.30 38.78 0.036 0.105 14.00 0.77 0.013 466.1 337.8 2.25 0.65 9.31 1.86

0.23 111.01 38.18 0.059 0.159 26.86 1.91 0.008 420.5 313.4 2.43 0.78 8.96 2.06

0.25 71.81 61.44 0.225 0.496 11.88 0.98 0.014 468.7 355.2 2.26 0.78 6.76 1.69

Collisional analysis was applied to the PSP data (r = 0.1–0.27 au)
set to predict the values of |Δvαp| in the near-Earth solar wind
(r = 1.0 au). A PSP “datum” from this data set consisted of a set of
values for nα, np, Tα, Tp, vα, vp and B derived from measurements
made a given distance r0 from the Sun. These are applied as a
boundary condition to Eq. 8 and the scaling functions in Eq. 10 are
implemented to solve for Δvαp(r).

Figure 2 shows this collisional analysis applied to seven exemplar
data from the PSP data set. Black dots indicate the measured values
of differential flow and PSP’s distance from the Sun at the time. The
colored curves show the predicted differential flow values farther
from the Sun based on the effects of collisions and expansion.
The scaling functions come into play not only in Eq. 8 but also
in computing the Alfvén speed (vA; Eq. 11) for the normalized
differential flow (|Δvαp|/vA). Since vA almost invariably rapidly
decreases with distance from the Sun, all of the curves in Figure 2A
monotonically increase. In contrast, Figure 2B showsmonotonically

decreasing curves, which reveal the gradual erosion of differential
flow by Coulomb collisions. Some of the curves in Figure 2B cross
due to the wide variation in collision rates (Eq. 9) across the
PSP data set.

This collisional analysis procedure was applied to all data
in the PSP data set to generate a prediction of α-proton
differential flow for the near-Earth solar wind (r = 1.0 au). Figure 3
shows the observed differential flow in the near-Sun solar wind
compared to the predicted near-Earth differential flow from
collisional analysis for an exemplar time interval. It can be
seen the α-proton differential flow decreases with distance from
the corona.

Figure 4 shows in blue-solid the distribution of these predicted
values: (a) normalized to the Alfvén speed and (b) unnormalized.
To validate the predicted values, Figure 4 also shows in red-dashed
the distribution of α-proton differential flow values measured
contemporaneously with the Wind spacecraft (Acuna et al., 1995;
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FIGURE 3
Observation from PSP of the α-proton differential flow, prediction from collisional analysis of the near-Earth α-proton differential flow using the
observation from PSP.

FIGURE 4
Histogram of observed values of α-proton differential flow: (A) normalized |Δvαp|/vA and (B) unnormalized |Δvαp| from the Wind data set at r =1.0 au (red
dashed). Histogram of predicted α-proton differential flow values at r =1.0 au from the PSP data set based on collisional analysis (blue solid).

Wilson et al., 2021), which orbits in the first Lagrange point (L1)
of the Earth-Sun system (r ≈ 1.0 au from the Sun). The Wind ion
measurements shown in Figure 4 are specifically from the Faraday
cups in the Solar Wind Experiment (SWE; Ogilvie et al., 1995) and
were the same data set as used by Johnson et al. (2023).

4 Discussion

Both plots in Figure 4 show a remarkable agreement between
the distribution of α-proton differential flow observed (red dashed
curve) at r = 1 au with Wind and that predicted (solid blue curve)
from collisional analysis for r = 1 au from PSP observations (r = 0.1
to 0.27 au). This may imply that the radial evolution of Δvαp from
the outer corona through to the inner heliosphere is governed by
the effects of expansion and Coulomb collisions.

In general, collisional analysis was found to produce less
dramatic changes in α-proton differential flow (this study) than

in relative temperatures (Johnson et al., 2023). Utilizing Poisson
statistics, the average uncertainty was calculated as σΔvαp = 8.77%.
The median predicted percent change in Δvαp in going from PSP to
Wind for the data set in this study was 23%, though the predicted
change varied widely across the data set. The 25th- and 75th-
percentile values of this percentagewere 8% and 50%, indicating that
the effect of collisions onΔvαp was sometimesmodest and other time
more dramatic.

To date, this is the first study to directly apply the collisional
analysis technique to ion differential flow. No preferential heating,
acceleration or instabilities were included in the model (Eq. 8).
Rather, it was assumed that the only collisions and expansion
affect the relative drift between protons and α-particles. The strong
agreement between the distributions of predicted and measured
1-au Δvαp-values suggests that the preferential acceleration of
α-particles predominantly occurs closer to the Sun (r ≲ 0.1 au),
which is consistent with expectations for preferential heating (e.g.,
Kasper et al., 2017; Kasper and Klein, 2019).
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Ideally, to test collisional analysis data should be taken
simultaneously from twodifferent spacecraft in the same steady solar
wind stream. The differences in heliographic longitude between
Wind and PSP are accounted for by populating the Wind data with
measurements from a time period ranging from 10 days before to
10 days after each observation event, roughly the length of one
Carrington rotation. EnsuringWind has the largest possible number
of kinetic states for a single solar wind stream and is statistically
representative. Additionally, a solar wind stream is never fully steady
and no accommodation has beenmade in this study for any intrinsic
error propagating from spacecraft observations. These constraints
and the limited coverage make it difficult to generalize about the full
role of Coulomb collisions and expansion in the solar wind, thus any
conclusion must include these caveats.

The continuation of the PSP mission will allow the data set to
grow substantially, which will enable a more comprehensive study
whose data set spans a larger number of solar-wind streams (i.e., a
wider range of plasma conditions). Additionally, the perihelion of
PSP’s orbit is continuing to progress closer to the Sun, which may
allow it to probe the region of the heliosphere where the preferential
acceleration ions substantially occurs.
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